Consumer Survivor Network In-Person Etiquette
1. Participate to your comfort level. You have the right to pass.
2. Please limit side conversations, especially while someone else is speaking.
3. This is a safe space, where we will have confidential conversations, to respect everyone’s privacy
what is said in the discussion, STAYS IN THE DISCUSSION. Myself or staff will only break
confidentiality if someone expresses they are at risk of serious harm to themselves or others; or if a
child under the age of 16 is at risk of being harmed.
4. Ask permission. If someone shares and you wish to ask a question, ask permission first.
Sometimes we just want to share our thoughts not be questioned about them. This is a safe space
to say “no, I do not wish to answer your question”.
5. Respect the rules of the space. Dress appropriately, no smoking or drinking alcohol. You may eat
or drink acceptable beverages during group. (Be mindful of allergies - no nuts)
6. If anyone is being disruptive or not following the etiquette they will be asked to leave the space
or the session.
7. This is a safe space; some topics may be triggering. Please remember to be compassionate to
others, limit descriptive and traumatic language, do not name medications or substances.
8. Speak from the “I” when sharing. Limit using the word “you” when describing an
event/situation. Speaking from "I" can be a powerful healing tool.
10. Don't “should” on yourself or others.
11. Step up. Step back. If you notice you have been sharing a lot, step back and give others a
chance to share. If you notice you haven’t shared much and would like step up, and share. Silence is
ok.
12. If you need to step away, please give me a thumbs up so staff know you are ok. If no signal is
giving a staff member may come to check in on you. If you need to leave early Please let the
facilitator know before group starts or let a support staff know. If you are triggered and need to
leave please signal the support staff to step out with you.

